Introduction {#S0001}
============

Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is the third most common cause of cancer-related mortality and the fifth most common malignancy worldwide.[@CIT0001],[@CIT0002] The poor prognosis of HCC is mainly due to the development of distant metastasis.[@CIT0003] Furthermore, people with fibrosis and cirrhosis of the liver, resulting from viral factors and alcohol intake, belong to the group at risk for HCC.[@CIT0002],[@CIT0004],[@CIT0005] According to some research, the extracellular matrix (ECM) composition of liver fibrosis is connected to changes in matrix stiffness, flexibility and density, because of the dysregulation of predominant collagen, elastic fibers and other structural features.[@CIT0006]

The elastic modulus of mammalian cells ranges between 1 and 100 kPa. The elastic modulus is different between cell types and identifies diseased cells, particularly, cancer cells.[@CIT0007],[@CIT0008] Generally, cancerous cells (MCF-7, T47D, PC-3, Du145 and LNCaP) are softer and easier to deform than benign cells (MCF-10A) due to reduction in the F-actin or/and stress fibers.[@CIT0009],[@CIT0010] Moreover, some studies on breast cancer indicate a correlation between tissue elasticity and cancer malignancy,[@CIT0011] and furthermore, the tumor initiation, progression and metastasis were observed under the influence of collagen stiffness.[@CIT0012] Recent studies indicated that the biomechanical environment, in particular ECM stiffness, modulates cell behavior and phenotype.[@CIT0013] Schrader et al reported that a niche with high stiffness fosters HCC cellular proliferation, but a soft niche induces cellular dormancy.[@CIT0001] Extracellular components play an important role during cancer progression. Niche remodeling and growth in abnormal microenvironments lead to tumor-like cell behavior.[@CIT0014] Undoubtedly, the reconstruction of the ECM/niche, and especially its mechanical properties, may restore a normal phenotype in cancer cells.[@CIT0008]

Cell contact with the ECM/niche converts mechanical stimuli into a chemical signal. The first recognition of physical stimulation occurs via the intracellular domain of integrins that connect to the cytoskeleton.[@CIT0015] Integrins are involved in migration and anchor invasive cancer cells to the ECM.[@CIT0016] Anchoring cells to a niche allows the cell polarity to be maintained and asymmetric cell division to occur, which determines the cell's fate.[@CIT0017] Thus, the behavior of cancer cells can be modified, particularly, the inhibition of overproliferation.[@CIT0018],[@CIT0019] The activities of multiple cell-polarity and cell-adhesion genes, which are regulated by non-canonical 3-D tissue polarity, may lead to tumor suppression.[@CIT0020] Nevertheless, the 3-D structure of tissue requires the unique composition and topography of ECM components as well as ECM dynamics by active metalloproteinases.[@CIT0018]

The contact of cells with microenvironment leads to the recruitment of integrins as well as various proteins to the plasma membrane, such as focal adhesion kinase, talin, vinculin, paxillin and actopaxin. Other adhesion proteins, such as cadherins, are also sensitive to mechanical load and their composition and expression depend on the cell environment.[@CIT0021] More than 125 structural and regulatory proteins are involved in the formation of so-called focal adhesions (FAs).[@CIT0015],[@CIT0022] The mechanical connection between FAs, the cytoskeleton and the nucleus allows transduction of the signal to the lamin A/C of the nuclear membrane. Local strength can generate flattening of the nucleus, the dynamics of chromatin and pores and regulate gene transcription, which leads to increased nuclear import.[@CIT0023],[@CIT0024]

Cells can detect ECM rigidity and roughness that matches the cells' intrinsic elasticity.[@CIT0025] A local increase in ECM rigidity in soft tissues leads to increased proliferation and migration due to the generation of large cellular forces, formation of focal adhesions and abundant stress fibers.[@CIT0026] As mentioned previously, Schrader et al reported that a soft niche induces cellular dormancy.[@CIT0001] The mechanism of this process, however, is not entirely clear. Wong et al reported that cells use filopodia extensions to probe substrate rigidity.[@CIT0027] The lamellipodia and filopodia play a major role in driving cell migration by attaching cells to the niche.[@CIT0028] However, some niches can change cell morphology. During migration, the cell needs to degrade and remodulate its environment using invadopodia.[@CIT0029] The type IV collagen network, containing pores on the order of 100 nm, is regarded as the physical barrier to cells. Thus, degradation and reduction of basement membrane synthesis may contribute to metastasis.[@CIT0013] Therefore, it seems that the interaction between the cell and its niche is subjected to a mutual active modulation and determines cell behavior.

Taking the above into consideration, it appears that a modification of the ECM/niche or the application of an ECM/niche equivalent is necessary to reduce the proliferation of cancer cells. The perfect niche should be non-toxic and have optimal physicochemical properties, specifically, elasticity, porosity and the presence of specific chemical groups on the surface.[@CIT0030] Carbon nanomaterials, especially fullerenes, could be promising materials because of their moderate toxicity. Fullerenes may play a role as an effective platform for drug delivery,[@CIT0031] in particular, pristine fullerene C~60~ modulates oxidative stress, inhibits angiogenesis and shows non-toxic activity at low concentrations.[@CIT0032],[@CIT0033] Furthermore, C~60~ significantly reduces the negative aspect of chemotherapeutics and can enhance their anti-cancer activity.[@CIT0033]--[@CIT0036] Although toxic effects of fullerenes were also observed, the form of administration influenced the level of toxicity.[@CIT0037],[@CIT0038] Some research groups have shown that C~60~ has no acute toxicity in vitro[@CIT0039] or in vivo[@CIT0040] and that the level of toxicity is related to the cell type.[@CIT0041]

Most often, C~60~ is administered to the medium and results are based on the uptake of C~60~ by the cell and its nucleus.[@CIT0042] Raoof et al provided evidence for the internalization of derivatives C~60~-serPF and C~70~-gallic acid within living Hep3B and HT-29 cells and accumulation in the subcellular organelles, such as nuclei and lysosomes.[@CIT0043],[@CIT0044] The nucleus is the intended target for cancer therapy due to inhibition of uncontrolled proliferation by uptake of C~60~. This uptake is dependent on cell lines but independent of the phase of the cell cycle. Because of the small size, C~60~ permeates into nucleus via passive diffusion, direct penetration or endocytosis, then forming aggregates in association with chromatin. However, in the present study, we assumed that C~60~ used as a surface would mechanically affect cells but could not be internalized by cells. Consequently, C~60~ may be a surface component that improves the mechanical features of the ECM. In the present study, we hypothesized that C~60~ nanofilm can influence the expression of α5β1 integrin, N-cadherin, β-catenin, vinculin, alter the cytoskeleton structure and inhibit proliferation via the mechanotransduction mechanism. The objective of our study was to use carbon nanostructures as an artificial ECM-like structure that should be perceived by cancer cells as a friendly, pro-adhesive material, while simultaneously acting as a source of mechanotransduction signaling, which would modify cancer cell behavior via the adhesion proteins-dependent mechanism, consequently leading to reduced cell proliferation.

Materials and methods {#S0002}
=====================

Preparation and characterization of fullerenes (C~60~) and nanofilms (C~60~) {#S0002-S2001}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

### Characterization of C~60~ nanoparticles {#S0002-S2001-S3001}

Fullerenes (C~60~) nanoparticles were purchased as a powder from SES Research (Houston, TX, USA) and produced by the arc discharge method. This nanomaterial, after dispersion into ultrapure Milli-Q water to prepare 50 mg/L solutions, was sonicated for 15 mins in an ultrasonic bath (Bandelin Electronic, Berlin, Germany) to avoid agglomeration. The shape and size of the C~60~ nanoparticles were characterized using transmission electron microscopy (TEM: JEM-1220 JEOL, Tokyo, Japan) and the zeta potential was measured with a Nano-ZS90 Zetasizer (Malvern Instruments, Malvern, UK), according to the procedures described by Sawosz et al.[@CIT0045]

### Characterization of C~60~ nanofilms {#S0002-S2001-S3002}

A C~60~ aqueous solution was used to form nanofilm by applying the solution to the bottom of the wells in 6-well plates and allowing them to dry. The resultant surface, as a result of self-assembly, was a stable, thin surface nanofilm that adhered perfectly to the bottom of the plastic wells.

To determine the functional groups of C~60~, the Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectra were registered using a Nicolet 8700 FT-IR spectrometer (Thermo Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) in the range of 4000--400 cm^−1^. Solid-state samples were milled with potassium bromide crystals at an approximate ratio of 1:200 mg. A total of 100 scans were completed per sample. The infrared absorption of water vapor and carbon dioxide was mostly eliminated. Spectra were presented as transmittance (dependent variable) against wavenumber (independent variable).

Atomic force microscopy (AFM) was used for the characterization of the C~60~ surface morphology. The C~60~ nanofilm has been deposited from the solution on the cell culture plates in the form of droplets which evaporated and the thin films of C~60~ on the plates were obtained. Then, the AFM was performed directly on the coated and uncoated plates in liquid environment. The AFM imaging was performed in the conditions as similar to the environment found during cell culture as possible. AFM imaging was performed using the MFP 3D Bio AFM with a commercial triangular cantilever (MLCT Bruker, Camarillo, CA, USA), with a spring constant of k =0.10 N/m, in AC mode, in air.

To evaluate the affinity of cells to the nanofilm, 10 µL droplets of the C~60~ colloidal solution, at a concentration of 1000 mg/L, were embedded at the surface of the wells in 6-well plates according to the pattern of dots ([Figure 1A](#F0001){ref-type="fig"}).[@CIT0046] After dried nanofilm dots were present at the bottom of 6-well plates, we were able to observe the preferences of cell placement on and outside the nanofilm.Figure 1Preparation and characterization of C~60~ nanofilms.**Notes:** (**A**) Nanofilms pattern of dots: 1=0 dots (control); 2=10 dots, C~60~-20%; 3=17 dots; 4=28 dots; 5=37 dots; 6= covering the entire surface, C~60~-100%. (**B**) Characterization of fullerenes by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) (1, 2) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) (3, 4). Scale bars: 500 nm (1), 100 nm (2), 10 µm (3) and 5 µm (4). Agglomerates were observed in the colloid of nanoparticles (black arrowheads). (**C**) Infrared spectrum of C~60~ registered in the middle region (3500--500 cm^−1^). Characteristic transmission bands were assigned to the appropriate vibrations of groups and bands present in the studied samples. (**D**) Comparison between the Petri dish uncoated and coated with C~60~ made by means of AFM. The side width of the images is 10 μm for the upper row and 2 μm for the lower. The left micrographs are of the uncoated plate and the right micrographs are of the C~60~ coated plate.**Abbreviations:** C~60~, fullerenes; Ra, roughness (nm).

Cell cultures {#S0002-S2002}
-------------

Liver cancer cell lines, HepG2 (HB-8065) and C3A (CRL-10741), and a non-cancer bone marrow stromal cell line, HS-5 (CRL-11882), were obtained from the American Type Culture Collection (ATCC, Manassas, VA, USA). The cell cultures were maintained at 37°C, under 5% CO~2,~ in Dulbecco's Modified Eagle Medium, Low Glucose (DMEM, Gibco, Thermo Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA), supplemented with 10% foetal bovine serum (FBS, Life Technologies, Houston, TX, USA), penicillin (100 U/mL) and streptomycin (100 mg/mL, Life Technologies, Grand Island, NY, USA). Cells were seeded on 6-well plates (1.5×10^5^ HS-5 cells, 2.0×10^5^ HepG2 and C3A cells in each well), with the preformed nanofilm patterns or without nanofilms, as a control. The cultures were maintained for 7 days without medium changes.

Cell viability and proliferation {#S0002-S2003}
--------------------------------

### XTT assay {#S0002-S2003-S3001}

Viability assessment of cancer cells (HepG2 and C3A) and control cells (HS-5), seeded on the C~60~ nanofilms, was performed using the XTT test (Roche Protocol, Mannheim, Germany). The solution of nanoparticles (20 µg) was dropped on the bottom of wells of 96-well microplates and dried. Cells were then seeded on the 96-well microplates with nanofilms (or without as a control) in a volume of 100 μL, at a concentration of 8×10^3^ (HS-5) and 1×10^4^ (HepG2, C3A) cells per well. After 24 hrs, the XTT solution (50 μL) was added to each well and incubated for 1 hr at 37°C. Results were examined using a Tecan Infinite 200 microplate reader (Tecan, Durham, NC, USA) according to the manufacturer's instructions. Cell viability was expressed as the percentage of (OD~test~ -- OD~blank~)/(OD~control~ -- OD~blank~), where OD~test~ is the optical density of cells seeded on nanofilms, OD~control~ is the optical density of the control sample (cells seeded in wells without nanofilms) and OD~blank~ is the optical density of wells without cells but with nanofilms.

### Trypan blue assay {#S0002-S2003-S3002}

HS-5, HepG2 and C3A cells were cultivated as described in the section "Cell cultures". After a week, the cell cultures were washed in PBS and dissociated by using 0.25% trypsin and neutralized in fresh DMEM medium. The total cell count and live cell count were evaluated by using trypan blue (NanoEnTek, Waltham, MA, USA). A mixture of the cell suspension (10 µL) and 0.4% trypan blue solution (10 µL) was prepared. Next, an aliquot (10 µL) of the mixture was placed onto cell counting slides and counted by the EVE™ automatic cell counter (NanoEnTek, Waltham, MA, USA). The percentage of the live cells cultivated on C~60~ was expressed as the live cells count compared to the control.

### BrdU assay {#S0002-S2003-S3003}

Cell proliferation was studied using a bromodeoxyuridine (BrdU) incorporation assay (BrdU colorimetric) (Roche Applied Science, Indianapolis, IN, USA). The solution of C~60~ nanoparticles was dropped (20 µg) on the bottom of the wells of 96-well microplates and dried. HS-5, HepG2 and C3A cells were seeded on the 96-well microplates with C~60~ nanofilms or without (control) at a concentration 8×10^3^ cells. Cells were cultivated for 48 hrs and then 20 µL of 100 µM BrdU solution, in DMEM, was added to each well of the cultured cells. The cells were labeled with BrdU for 24 hrs. All further steps were carried out according to the manufacturer. Cell proliferation was analyzed by a Tecan Infinite 200 microplate reader (Tecan, Durham, NC, USA) at 370 nm with a reference wavelength of 492 nm.

Microscopy {#S0002-S2004}
----------

### Light microscopy {#S0002-S2004-S3001}

To assess the morphology of cells grown on the C~60~ surface, C~60~ dots and blank wells (control wells) of 6-well plates were examined using an inverted light microscope (Leica, TL-LED, Wetzlar, Germany), connected to a digital camera (Leica MC190 HD), using LAS V4.10 software (Leica, Wetzlar, Germany). The cells were stained using hematoxylin-eosin (H+E).

### SEM microscopy {#S0002-S2004-S3002}

Details of cell morphology were evaluated using scanning electron microscopy (SEM: Zeiss, Ultra Plus, Oberkochen, Germany). HS-5, HepG2 and C3A cells were seeded on 6-well plates coated with nanofilm of C~60~ dots. SEM observations of cells were completed with a Quanta 200 electron microscope (FEI, Hillsboro, OR, USA). Cells were prepared for SEM observation after 7 days of exposure to the C~60~ nanofilms. The cells were rinsed in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS, pH 7.2), then fixed in 2.5% glutaraldehyde (G5882, Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) for 30 mins. Cells were contrasted and dehydrated according to Wierzbicki et al.[@CIT0047] Samples were placed on aluminum SEM stubs. Subsequently, cells were dehydrated in increasing concentrations of hexylene glycol (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA). Drying was performed with a Polaron CPD 7501 critical point dryer (Quorum Technologies, Laughton, UK).

### Confocal microscopy {#S0002-S2004-S3003}

Confocal microscopy was used to evaluate integrin α5β1 expression and F-actin filaments and nuclei topography. Cells were seeded on 6-well plates, as described in the section "Cell cultures", containing coverslips with nine dots of C~60~ nanofilms. After a week, cells were washed three times in PBS without Ca^+^ and Mg^2+^ and fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde (Sigma, St. Louis, MO, USA) in phosphate buffer (0.1 [m]{.smallcaps}, pH 7.2) for 10 mins. After fixation, the coverslips with cells were washed and permeabilized with 0.5% Tween 20 (Sigma, St. Louis, MO, USA) PBS solution for 10 mins. Further, non-specific binding was blocked by incubating the cells with PBS containing 2% goat serum, 1% bovine serum albumin (Sigma, St. Louis, MO, USA) and 0.25% glycine for 30 mins. The mouse monoclonal antibody, anti-integrin α5β1 (clone JBS5, Merck Millipore, Billerica, MA, USA), was diluted to 1:200 in 1% bovine serum albumin, and then cells were incubated at 4°C overnight with the antibody. The secondary antibody for anti-integrin α5β1, goat anti-mouse FITC 488 conjugate (Sigma, St. Louis, USA), was diluted to 1:100 and incubated with the cells for 2 hrs. Cell nuclei and F-actin filaments were stained with 4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) and phalloidin-Atto 633 (Sigma, St. Louis, MO, USA), respectively. The cells were observed under 60× magnification using an inverted confocal microscope, IX 81 FV-1000 (Olympus Corporation, Tokyo, Japan).

Atomic force microscopy {#S0002-S2005}
-----------------------

Force spectroscopy was used to investigate the change of the elastic moduli of cells cultivated on C~60~ nanofilms in comparison to the control cell culture (not cultivated on nanofilms). Force spectroscopy was performed on the MFP 3DBio AFM. AFM, operated in the force spectroscopy mode, allowed the acquisition of elastic moduli maps of single cells. In the case of the single cell imaging, maps 50 µm × 50 µm large, consisting of 44 × 44 points, where each of these points represented a force--distance curve, were gathered. Each force--distance curve contained information about the displacement of the cell membrane in response to the applied force. Elastic moduli can be computed from the analysis of the force curve.[@CIT0048] Cells were indented with the RC800PSA cantilever (Olympus Corporation, Tokyo, Japan), with a spring constant of k=0.05 N/m and the following dimensions: 200 µm × 20 µm. Implemented with AFM Asylum Research software was used to calibrate the cantilever before each experiment. It is widely accepted to use the Hertz model for force--distance curve analysis.[@CIT0049] Cells from each cell line were measured. The mean value of the elastic moduli was calculated for each cell. No suitable measurements were rejected.

Immunoblotting {#S0002-S2006}
--------------

Immunoblotting methods were used to evaluate β-catenin, N-cadherin, vinculin and proliferating cell nuclear antigen (PCNA). The cells were cultured as described in the section "Cell cultures", and they were then scraped and centrifuged at 1200 rpm for 10 mins. Whole-cell protein extracts were prepared using an ice-cold radioimmunoprecipitation assay (RIPA), supplemented with protease and phosphatase inhibitors (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) at a ratio of 100:1 (RIPA: protease and phosphatase inhibitors). After centrifugation for 30 mins at 12,000× g at 4°C, the supernatant containing the protein extracts was removed. The protein concentration was measured using a Bicinchoninic Acid Kit (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA). Sample buffer containing β-mercaptoethanol (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Munich, Germany) was added and the proteins were denatured for 5 mins. Equal amounts of protein from each sample were loaded onto a 10% polyacrylamide gel. Electrophoresis was run at 100 mA, 100 V, for 2 hrs in 25 mm Tris-glycine-sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) buffer. After electrophoresis, proteins were transferred to polyvinylidene difluoride (PVDF) membranes with a Trans-Blot Turbo Transfer System (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Munich, Germany). Membranes were blocked with 5% non-fat milk (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Munich, Germany) in PBS for 60 mins. Membranes were then incubated with the primary antibody: β-catenin polyclonal antibody (No. PA5-19469, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA), N-cadherin monoclonal antibody (No. MA1-159, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA), vinculin monoclonal antibody (No. 700062, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) and PCNA monoclonal antibody (No. 13--3900, Life Technologies Rockford, IL, USA). After overnight incubation at 4°C, membranes were washed in PBS and incubated with the diluted secondary antibody, goat anti-mouse IgG, IgM (H+L) (No. T2192, Applied Biosystems, Bedford, MA, USA) or goat anti-rabbit IgG (H+L) (No. T1048, Applied Biosystems, Bedford, MA, USA) for 1 hr. For immunodetection of the proteins, the Western-Star^TM^ Immunodetection System (No. T1046, Applied Biosystems) was used. Stripping of primary and secondary antibodies from blots was performed using Restore Western Blot Stripping Buffer (No. 21059, Thermo Scientific). Glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH, MA5-15738, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) was used as a loading control for protein normalization. The protein expression was visualized using Azure c400 (Azure Biosystems, Dublin, CA, USA) and background corrections were carried out with ImageJ^®^ 1.48v (National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD, USA).

Flow cytometry {#S0002-S2007}
--------------

The cell cycle was evaluated using flow cytometry. Cells were cultured in 6-well plates for a week, as described in the section "Cell cultures". The medium was removed, and cells were detached with trypsin. The trypsin was neutralized with fresh DMEM medium. The mixture was centrifuged at 1200 rpm for 10 mins. Cell-cycle analysis, based on DNA content, was performed according to the UC San Diego Health Sciences protocol.[@CIT0050] The protocol consisted of two steps: 1) fixation of cells and 2) staining with propidium iodide (PI, 500 µg/mL). The cells were washed twice with PBS, resuspended in PBS (1 mL) and fixed with 9 volumes of 70% ethanol at 4°C for 24 hrs. After centrifugation, each sample of cells was resuspended in 500 µL of staining solution. The staining solution contained RNAse A (2 µL, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA), PI (20 µL, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA), Tween 20 (0.5 µL) and PBS (477.5 µL). After incubating for 30 mins, cells were analyzed by flow cytometry (FACSCalibur, Becton Dickinson, Franklin Lakes, NJ, USA), measuring the fluorescence emission at 530 nm and 575 nm (or equivalent), using excitation at 488 nm.

Statistical analysis {#S0002-S2008}
--------------------

The data were analyzed using one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with Tukey's post-hoc test by using Statgraphics Plus 4.1 (StatPoint Technologies, Warrenton, VA, USA). Differences at with a *P*-value ≤0.05 were defined as statistically significant.

Results {#S0003}
=======

Characterization of C~60~ and C~60~ nanofilm {#S0003-S2001}
--------------------------------------------

Fullerenes (C~60~) nanoparticles were polyhedron-shaped and were 15--50 nm in size ([Figures 1B2](#F0001){ref-type="fig"} and [B4](#F0001){ref-type="fig"}). After drying, C~60~ showed a tendency to agglomerate ([Figures 1B1](#F0001){ref-type="fig"} and [B3](#F0001){ref-type="fig"}). The zeta potential of the hydrocolloid was −30.5 mV.

[Figure 1C](#F0001){ref-type="fig"} presents the FTIR spectra of C~60~ fullerenes, the polystyrene culture plate and the plate covered with a thin film of the fullerenes. Bands identified and assigned in the IR spectrum were typical to spectra of C~60~ measured by Saeedfar et al.[@CIT0051] The spectrum for fullerenes contains several bands throughout the entire spectral region registered. A weak peak in the C~60~ fullerenes spectrum, at 1532 cm^--1^, is a sign of a carbon--carbon double bond stretching vibrations. The remaining bands, occurring in whole spectral regions, were the fundamental modes characteristic of C~60~ at 1428, 1181, 575 and 526 cm^--1^. The spectrum of the plate was a typical spectrum of polystyrene as compared with the reference spectrum of polystyrene in the reference library of polymer spectra. The spectrum of the plate coated with the fullerenes thin film was slightly modified in comparison to uncoated plate. However, the signal from the polystyrene strongly overlapped with the fullerene spectra. The peak in the plate spectra coated with the nanofilm in the range of 500--600 cm^--1^ was slightly modified in comparison to the spectra of the uncoated plate. Overlying peaks from C~60~ fullerene were seen at 575 and 526 cm^--1^. Also, the intensity of the peak at 1181 cm^--1^ was slightly increased in comparison to the spectra of the uncoated plate.

The AFM provided information about the topography of the investigated samples. [Figure 1D](#F0001){ref-type="fig"} shows the AFM micrographs of the plate with and without C~60~ film. The average roughness of the uncoated surface was Ra=5 nm, while the roughness of the C~60~ coated surface was Ra=161 nm, for 10 μm × 10 μm images. The images with higher magnification (side width of the image: 2 μm) showed that the texture of the coated plates become blurred due to the C~60~ nanofilm has filled all the groves in the plate.

Evaluation of biocompatibility of C~60~ nanofilm {#S0003-S2002}
------------------------------------------------

The influence of the C~60~ nanofilms on the viability of HS-5, HepG2 and C3A cells was examined using the XTT test ([Figure 2B](#F0002){ref-type="fig"}). The C~60~ nanofilm significantly reduced the viability of the HS-5 cell line by 37% (*p*=0.0054). The C~60~ nanofilm did not reduce the survival of cancer cells, as viability changes were insignificant. These results allowed us to demonstrate the biocompatibility of C~60~ nanofilms and use it as an ECM equivalent for cell cultivation in the following experiments.Figure 2(**A**) Elasticity modulus (kPa) of HS-5, HepG2 and C3A cells on C~60~ nanofilms. (**B**) Viability of HS-5, HepG2 and C3A cells after growth on 20 µg of C~60~ nanofilms. (**C**) Proliferation of HS-5, HepG2 and C3A cells on C~60~ nanofilms. (**D**) Three-dimensional AFM images of HepG2 (**D1, D2**) and C3A (**D3, D4**) cells.**Notes:** The differences between the cell lines were significant (*P*≤0.05). Different letters indicate significant differences between the groups (ANOVA, Tukey's post-test). The differences between the carbon-grown groups (20 µg of C~60~ nanofilm) and the control group were significant (*P*≤0.05) (ANOVA, Tukey's post-test) for HS-5 cells. Different letters indicate significant differences between the groups. Controls are shown in the pictures D1 and D3. The cell nuclei (black arrowheads) were observed using AFM.**Abbreviations:** ANOVA, analysis of variance; C, control; C~60~, fullerenes; XTT, 2,3-bis(2-methoxy-4-nitro-5-sulfophenyl)-5-\[(phenylamino)carbonyl\]-2H-tetrazolium hydroxide; BrdU, 5-bromo-2ʹ-deoxyuridine. AFM, atomic force microscopy.

After a week of culturing, single dead cells were observed, which was statistically insignificant ([Figure S1](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). To determine whether carbon nanofilms influenced the cell viability, especially when cells have a free choice of location and may migrate and settle on a nanofilm according to their preference, experiments with nanofilm dots were performed. The effect of the preferential settlement on the different nanofilms in relation to cell number was evaluated. Covering the surface with C~60~ at 100% reduced the total number of all cells. The C~60~ nanofilm dots favored the settlement of C3A cells but reduced the number of HepG2 cells and slightly decreased the population of HS-5 cells.

Cell proliferation was measured with the BrdU test ([Figure 2C](#F0002){ref-type="fig"}). During the BrdU assay, the thymidine analog, BrdU, was incorporated into replicating cellular DNA and was detected using anti-BrdU antibodies. C~60~ nanofilms reduced the proliferation of HS-5 cells by more than 20% (*p*=0.0120) compared to the control group. However, a small, but statistically insignificant decrease was observed for HepG2 cells growing on C~60~ nanofilms. Furthermore, C~60~ nanofilms caused a slight increase in the proliferation of C3A cells.

To confirm the effect of C~60~ nanofilms on cell proliferation, PCNA was examined ([Figure 3E](#F0003){ref-type="fig"}). The expression level of PCNA was reduced in HS-5 and HepG2 cells cultured on C~60~ nanofilms, where the greatest reduction in proliferation was observed in HepG2 cells. However, PCNA protein expression increased in C3A cells on C~60~.Figure 3Propidium iodide (PI) 488 assay analysis.**Notes:** Effect of C~60~ on the number (percentage) of (**A**) HS-5, (**B**) HepG2 or (**C**) C3A cells in the cycle phases. (**D**) Relative HS-5, HepG2 and C3A cell population in G2/M cycle (%). (**E**) Western blot analysis of β-catenin, N-cadherin, vinculin and PCNA. GAPDH was used as a loading control.**Abbreviations:** C~60~, fullerenes; GAPDH, glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase; PCNA, proliferating cell nuclear antigen.

Influence of C~60~ nanofilm on cell morphology {#S0003-S2003}
----------------------------------------------

Cell morphology was visualized using light microscopy and SEM. Nanofilms, placed as dots, allowed us to observe the cell morphology on nanofilm dots, outside dots, and on the border of the dots ([Figures 4](#F0004){ref-type="fig"}--[6](#F0006){ref-type="fig"}). The cells cultivated without nanofilms (control) had characteristic morphologies for their cell type. In general, C~60~ nanofilms did not induce drastic morphological changes of the cells.Figure 4Morphology changes and affinity of HS-5 cells to the C~60~ nanofilms.**Notes:** Hematoxylin-eosin (H+E) staining of HS-5 cells on C~60~ nanofilms visualized using light optical microscopy. (**A1**) control group; (**A2**) C~60~-20%; and (**A3**): C~60~-100%. Black arrows indicate the direction of cell migration. Scale bars: left pictures 100 μm; right pictures 20 μm.**Abbreviation:** C~60~, fullerenes.Figure 5Morphology changes and affinity of HepG2 cells to the C~60~ nanofilms.**Notes:** Hematoxylin-eosin staining of HepG2 cells on C~60~ nanofilms visualized using light optical microscopy. (**A1**) Control group; (**A2**) C~60~-20%; and (**A3**) C~60~-100%. Black arrows indicate the direction of cell migration. Scale bars: left pictures 100 μm, right pictures 20 μm.**Abbreviation:** C~60~, fullerenes.Figure 6Morphology changes and affinity of C3A cells to the C~60~ nanofilms.**Notes:** Hematoxylin-eosin staining of C3A cells on C~60~ nanofilms visualized using light optical microscopy. (**A1**) Control group; (**A2**) C~60~-20%; and (**A3**) C~60~-100%. Black arrows indicate the direction of cell migration. Scale bars: left pictures 100 μm, right pictures 20 μm.**Abbreviation:** C~60~, fullerenes.

However, all cell lines showed changes in polarization and shape, depending on the location, in relation to the biofilm dot. Based on a study by Chen et al,[@CIT0052] we determined the direction of migration of individual cells. The cells were spread on nanofilms and migrated along the long axis and extended lamellipodium. The individual liver cells avoided contact with the nanofilm, but in the clusters, were preferentially located on the border of C~60~ nanofilm dot.

The HepG2 and C3A cell clusters, unlike single HS-5 cells, were placed closely to the C~60~ nanofilm, especially to the dot border. The formation of cell clusters is characteristic of epithelial cells, ie, HepG2 and C3A. However, cell growth on the C~60~ nanofilm resulted in decreased intercellular connections in clusters and increased cell-cell distance compared to the control.

High magnification SEM images showed lamellipodia and filopodia of HS-5 cells ([Figure 7A1](#F0007){ref-type="fig"} and [A2](#F0007){ref-type="fig"}). The cells were spread on C~60~ nanofilms and showed affinity to the nanofilm border by large lamellipodia and numerous, thin filopodia ([Figure 7A2](#F0007){ref-type="fig"}). The number of cells was comparable but slightly smaller on the nanofilm surface than outside dots ([Figure 7A3](#F0007){ref-type="fig"}).Figure 7Visualization of the interaction of HS-5 cells with nanofilms using scanning electron microscopy.**Notes:** (**A1**) Control group (**A2** and **A3**) C~60~-20%. Red stars and yellow arrows indicate lamellipodia and filopodia, respectively. The dotted line indicates edges of the dots. Scale bars: **A1** and **A2 =**300 μm and 20 μm, **A3** =2.0 mm.**Abbreviation:** C~60~, fullerenes.

HepG2 cells were touching neighboring cells, and thus filopodia and lamellipodia were unobserved ([Figure 8A1](#F0008){ref-type="fig"} and [A2](#F0008){ref-type="fig"}). However, the preferences of the cells to the nanofilm border were observed. SEM images showed globular, round structures of HepG2 cells on C~60~ nanofilms. Generally, cell morphology was very similar to the control group on the nanofilms and their number was only slightly decreased ([Figure 8A3](#F0008){ref-type="fig"}).Figure 8Visualization of the interaction of HepG2 cells with nanofilms using scanning electron microscopy.**Notes:** (**A1**) Control group; (**A2** and **A3**) C~60~-20%. The dotted line indicates edges of the dots. Scale bars: **A1** and **A2** =300 μm and 20 μm, **A3** =2.0 mm.**Abbreviation:** C~60~, fullerenes.

Single C3A cells had lamellipodium directed toward the cell cluster and the surface of the nanofilm ([Figure 9A2](#F0009){ref-type="fig"}). Cell--cell junctions were less tight than in the control group ([Figure 9A1](#F0009){ref-type="fig"}). Cells adhered to the nanofilm by their long edges, and probably deposited more ECM components, resembling 3-D structures. Deposition of ECM provided a binding site for focal adhesions ([Figure 9A2](#F0009){ref-type="fig"}). Low magnification SEM images showed a higher number of C3A cells on C~60~ surfaces compared to the control group and other cell lines ([Figure 9A3](#F0009){ref-type="fig"}).Figure 9Visualization of the interaction of C3A cells with nanofilms using scanning electron microscopy.**Notes:** (**A1**) Control group; (**A2** and **A3**) C~60~-20%. Red and blue points indicate lamellipodia and the 3-D ECM structure, respectively. The dotted line indicates edges of the dots. Scale bars: **A1** =300 μm and 20 μm, **A2** =300 μm, 50 μm and 20 μm, **A3** =2.0 mm.**Abbreviation:** C~60~, fullerenes.

Elastic modulus of single cells {#S0003-S2004}
-------------------------------

Cell elasticity (kPa) depends on the properties of the niche that the cells inhabit. The elastic modulus differed between cell lines and declined in the order HS-5\> HepG2\> C3A ([Figure 2A](#F0002){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, C3A cells were softer (2.24±0.4 kPa) than HS-5 (3.55±0.8 kPa) and HepG2 (3.30±1.3 kPa) cells. In addition, our studies showed softer cells on C~60~ nanofilms than on an uncoated plate (5 kPa), regardless of the cell line. Furthermore, the cell nucleus had a lower elastic modulus on C~60~ nanofilms compared to the control ([Figure 2D](#F0002){ref-type="fig"}). Regarding the cells growing on the C~60~ surface, the neighborhood of the cells was much softer than in the control cells. This may mean the deposition of biological molecules on the C~60~ surface.

Expression of integrin α5β1 and organization of the cytoskeleton {#S0003-S2005}
----------------------------------------------------------------

To examine the influence of nanofilms on cell adhesion, we observed the structure of the cytoskeleton and integrin α5β1 expression ([Figure 10](#F0010){ref-type="fig"}). HS-5 cells had stress fibers in the cytoplasm and short cytoskeleton protrusions (filopodia) running in parallel according to the orientation of the cells. However, growing of HS-5 on C~60~ nanofilms led to F-actin remodeling in cells and a crisscrossed pattern of the actin cytoskeleton emerged. The stress fibers ended in focal adhesion complexes---lamellipodia. We observed spread cells on C~60~ nanofilms. The HS-5 and HepG2 cultivated on C~60~ nanofilms showed intensive F-actin formation in cell cortex, suggesting the need of stabilization of cell adhesion. HS-5 cell localization and expression of integrins were significantly upregulated by the C~60~ nanofilms.Figure 10Expression level of integrin α5β1 and changes in cell morphology on fullerenes nanofilms.**Notes:** HS-5 cells were stained with DAPI (nuclei, blue), phalloidin-Atto 633 (cytoskeleton, red) and fluorescent secondary antibody 488 FITC (integrin, green) and visualized using confocal microscopy and Nomarski interference contrast. (**A1**) Control group; (**A2**) C~60~-20%; and (**A3**) C~60~-100%. Scale bar: 20 μm.**Abbreviations:** C~60~, fullerenes; DAPI, 4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole; FITC, fluorescein isothiocyanate.

The HepG2 cells cultured on C~60~ nanofilms formed a long, thin network of protrusions, with dense cytoskeletal filaments. We observed large distances between the cells on C~60~ nanofilms for HepG2 and C3A cell lines ([Figures 11](#F0011){ref-type="fig"} and [12](#F0012){ref-type="fig"}). In samples growing on C~60~ nanofilms, cellular bodies of cancer liver cells showed an equal or higher expression of integrin α5β1 compared to the control. Taken together, our results indicate that C~60~ nanofilms increased contact adhesion of all three cell lines.Figure 11Expression level of integrin α5β1 and changes in cell morphology on fullerenes nanofilms.**Notes:** HepG2 cells were stained with DAPI (nuclei, blue), phalloidin-Atto 633 (cytoskeleton, red) and fluorescent secondary antibody 488 FITC (integrin, green) and visualized using confocal microscopy and Nomarski interference contrast. (**A1**) Control group; (**A2**) C~60~-20%; and (**A3**) C~60~-100%. Scale bar: 20 μm.**Abbreviations:** C~60~, fullerenes; DAPI, 4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole; FITC, fluorescein isothiocyanate.Figure 12Expression level of integrin α5β1 and changes in cell morphology on fullerenes nanofilms.**Notes:** C3A cells were stained with DAPI (nuclei, blue), phalloidin-Atto 633 (cytoskeleton, red) and fluorescent secondary antibody 488 FITC (integrin, green) and visualized using confocal microscopy and Nomarski interference contrast. (**A1**) Control group; (**A2**) C~60~-20%; and (**A3**) C~60~-100%. Scale bar: 20 μm.**Abbreviations:** C~60~, fullerenes; DAPI, 4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole; FITC, fluorescein isothiocyanate.

Effect on the cell--ECM and cell--cell connections {#S0003-S2006}
--------------------------------------------------

To determine if changes in morphology were associated with levels of cell--ECM adhesion proteins, integrin α5β1 (subsection 3.5) and vinculin were examined ([Figure 3E](#F0003){ref-type="fig"}). C~60~ nanoparticles caused a significant increase in the vinculin level of HepG2 cells ([Table 1](#T0001){ref-type="table"}), decreased expression in HS-5 cells and did not alter expression in the C3A line ([Table 2](#T0002){ref-type="table"}).Table 1Relative values of β-catenin, N-cadherin, vinculin and PCNA protein levels on C~60~ compared to the control for HepG2 cellsAdjusted density values of bands for C~60~ samples relative to the control and loading-controlANOVACell line\
ProteinHepG2SECC~60~β-catenin10.900.045N-cadherin10.73\*0.066Vinculin15.55\*\*\*0.999PCNA10.940.075[^1] Table 2Relative values of β-catenin, N-cadherin, vinculin, and PCNA protein levels on C~60~ compared to the control for C3A cellsAdjusted density values of bands for C~60~ samples relative to the control and loading-controlANOVACell line\
ProteinC3ASECC~60~β-catenin10.790.032N-cadherin10.770.046Vinculin10.890.080PCNA11.020.143[^2] Table 3Relative values of β-catenin, N-cadherin, vinculin and PCNA protein levels on C~60~ compared to the control for HS-5 cellsAdjusted density values of bands for C~60~ samples relative to the control and loading-controlANOVACell line\
ProteinHS-5SECC~60~β-catenin10.31\*\*\*0.016N-cadherin10.62\*\*0.050Vinculin10.850.085PCNA10.62\*\*0.003[^3][^4]

β-catenin and cadherin are cell--cell adhesion proteins. The intracellular distribution of proteins varied throughout each cell line. HS-5 cells had low total β-catenin expression ([Table 3](#T0003){ref-type="table"}). Furthermore, all lines showed a decrease in β-catenin expression after 7 days of culture on C~60~ nanofilms. Similar results were obtained for N-cadherin. Cultivation on C~60~ nanofilms decreased the level of β-catenin and N-cadherin, especially in the cancer cells.

Effect on the cell cycle {#S0003-S2007}
------------------------

To investigate if the mechanical interaction between cells and nanofilms influenced the cell cycle, flow cytometric analysis was performed ([Figure 3A](#F0003){ref-type="fig"}--[D](#F0003){ref-type="fig"}). HS-5 cells exposed to the ECM equivalent (C~60~-100%) for 7 days showed a pronounced increase in the G2/M population, with a concomitant reduction of cells in the S and G0/G1 phases. However, in the case of HS-5 cultured on C~60~ dots, population of cells in the S and G2/M phases decreased and population of cells in the G0/G1 phase increased. Our results demonstrated that nanofilms inhibited the proliferation of cells in proportion to the surface.

As shown in [Figure 3B](#F0003){ref-type="fig"} and [D](#F0003){ref-type="fig"}, C~60~ nanofilm dots suppressed cell cycle progression in HepG2 cells. Furthermore, we observed a slight decrease in the number of HepG2 cells in the S phase and an increase in the number of cells in the G2/M phase following the C~60~-20% nanofilm application. These results indicated that the anti-proliferative effect of the C~60~ surface is associated with an arrest in G2/M phase of the cell cycle.

C3A cells were the least sensitive to cell cycle arrest by C~60~ nanofilms, which was consistent with other measurements ([Figure 3C](#F0003){ref-type="fig"} and [D](#F0003){ref-type="fig"}).

Discussion {#S0004}
==========

The objective of this study was to explain whether fullerenes could serve as a potential component of the ECM, as allowing its revitalization will affect the reduction of malignancy of tumor cells, particularly, the inhibition of the rate of their proliferation and change of the cell cycle. We hypothesized that C~60~ fullerenes nanofilms would optimize the mechanical properties of the microenvironment of liver cancer cells, and through mechanotransduction, affect the normalization of cell behavior.

However, the fundamental issue in forcing cancer cells to decrease their proliferation rate is to create a non-toxic, biocompatible and pro-adhesive nanomaterial that will change their behavior to follow that of normal division. For this purpose, we analyzed the effect of a potent component of the ECM (self-organized C~60~ nanofilm) on biocompatibility and the affinity of cells to the nanofilm.

In in vitro studies, the biocompatibility of the nanostructures or the affinity of cells to the nanostructures has usually been assessed by introducing nanoparticles to the cells at increasing concentrations or by the cultivation of cells on the examined surface.[@CIT0053] This procedure does not allow the evaluation of affinity, because we do not observe preferences in the natural migration of the cells to the nanomaterial. Herein, we use a rapid method described by Sawosz et al[@CIT0046] to increase the reliability of measurements, using the C~60~ nanofilm dots pattern ([Figure 1A](#F0001){ref-type="fig"}). We investigated the behavior of cells on the surface covered with nanofilms as well as on the surface covered by dots. Nanofilm as a layer has a larger particles size, which makes it difficult to enter the cell. Additionally, the fullerene solubility is very weak and requires sonication several times. The present study showed that the C~60~ nanofilm was strongly bound to the polystyrene plate. Preliminary results did not show pores in the cell membrane. However, the localization of fullerene requires further studies by C~60~-fluorophore conjugated or transmission electron microscopy.

The external physical forces and chemical signals perceived by the cells determine the cell affinity to the nanofilms.[@CIT0054] All cell lines used did spread on the C~60~ nanofilms and showed high affinity to the nanofilm border. HS-5 cells migrated along the long axis and extended lamellipodium and numerous filopodia. The individual HepG2 and C3A cells migrated toward the surface of C~60~ nanofilm and created cell clusters. In the clusters, the cells were preferentially located on the border and surface of C~60~ nanofilm. Moreover, no dead cells were observed that lost their adherence,[@CIT0054] which would suggest a lack of affinity. Visualization of cells on the C~60~ surface and dots indicated the cell affinity to and the preferential colonization of cells on the nanofilms and may point to C~60~ possibly being a beneficial component of an artificial ECM.

The ECM is a mosaic of various proteins, saccharides and other compounds,[@CIT0013] not a homogeneous platform, so cells may prefer a differentiated part of the pseudo-ECM matrix, in this case, the border between the nanofilm and plastic. A similar methodology was used by Lunova et al, where HepG2 cells seeded on silicon substrates with circular, square and striped pillars, with 50 µm spacing, showed higher growth rates than those with 500 µm spacing.[@CIT0055]

Morphological examination confirmed that cells preferred C~60~ over the uncoated plate. This may result from the physical properties of this nanomaterial (sp^2^ carbon hybridisation). Moreover, C~60~ has anionic charges like the major constituents of the ECM's acidic molecules.[@CIT0056] Also, Tatur et al reported that functionalization of nanoparticles with cationic groups caused the nanoparticles to have a tendency to penetrate the lipid membrane of cells.[@CIT0057] Furthermore, the geometric structure of the examined nanomaterial might influence adhesion, thus C~60~, as the symmetric molecule with a soccer ball shape,[@CIT0058] was a preferable niche. Kopova et al demonstrated that substrates with nanoscale irregularities also promote the adsorption of cell adhesion proteins (eg, fibronectin, vitronectin) present in the serum of the culture media.[@CIT0059] Thus, the higher roughness of C~60~ surface (161 nm) than the uncoated plate (5 nm) promoted cell adhesion.[@CIT0060] The morphology confirmed that cells observed on the C~60~ nanofilms (20% and 100%) looked normal; moreover, C3A cells were located preferentially on C~60~ dots. Furthermore, C~60~ nanofilms did not cause the formation of spheroids, suggesting the lack of tendency to change the transit from a single cell to collective invasion strategies of mesenchymal cancer cells.[@CIT0061]

The perfect niche should be non-toxic, biocompatible and promote good adhesion for normal and cancer cells.[@CIT0019] Carbon nanomaterials seem to be very promising because of their moderate toxicity. However, depending on the type of allotrope, their size, shape or the functional groups available at the surface, the in vitro toxicity differs. The evaluation of cell viability indicated that the toxicity of C~60~ declined in the order HS-5\> HepG2\> C3A. According to the manufacturer's data, C3A is a clonal derivative of HepG2 that was selected for the high albumin production, high production of alpha-fetoprotein (AFP) and ability to grow in glucose-deficient medium. These features of C3A cells cause higher resistance to treatment than HepG2 cell line. Marchesan et al reported that the main difficulty in applying carbon-based materials in clinical settings is their biodistribution and the formation of the protein corona. The blood plasma proteins adsorb to nanoparticles surface and form protein corona.[@CIT0062] Thus, albumins and AFP from C3A and HepG2 cells can change the interaction of nanoparticles with cells and mitigates their cytotoxicity via modulating nanoparticles physicochemical properties.[@CIT0063] Thus, liver cells synthesize a lot of proteins and form the protein corona, which means that the impact of nanoparticles is smaller. Moreover, normal HS-5 cells were more mechanosensitive, and their metabolic activity was decreased. Hepatocytes as detoxifying and highly metabolically active cells are more resistance than HS-5 cells after treatment. Thus, hepatocytes responsible for drug and toxin metabolism, and their accumulation is naturally less sensitive. The present results are in line with studies with different types of cancer cells that demonstrated a slight decrease in cell viability using C~60~.[@CIT0032]--[@CIT0034],[@CIT0038]--[@CIT0040]

Young's modulus values are different in various cell regions. For example, the cell nucleus is relatively soft compared to the entire cell. However, C~60~ surface caused the elasticity of the nucleus to be softer and easier to deform. Liu et al showed significant alterations in the elastic moduli between the control SMCC-7721 cells and fullerenol C~60~(OH)~24~-treated cells.[@CIT0064] Similar to our results, after treatment with C~60~, the elastic modulus decreased and the average height of SMCC-7721 cells increased. Thus, cells were softer than in the control group, which resembled the normal liver cell phenotype. The decrease in the average elastic modulus could be caused by the remodeling of actin filaments, which play an important role in the cell's mechanical stability.[@CIT0064] In the experiments conducted for this study, we wanted to confirm the influence of mechanical stimuli on the remodeling of cytoskeleton and proliferation.

Our results suggest that C~60~ is a compatible and suitable ECM substitute which may attract cancer cells and change their adhesion. We expected that it should be reflected by the expression of integrin receptors, especially α5β1, playing an intermediary role between cells and the ECM.

Data from previous reports support a correlation between nanofilm properties---stiffness and metastases, extension and expansion morphology---and the delay of the S phase of the cell cycle.[@CIT0065] In a key experiment, Wu et al demonstrated that the integrin β1/α5/JNK/c-JUN signaling pathway is regulated by matrix stiffness.[@CIT0014] A higher stiffness induced LOXL2 upregulation in HCC cells and the recruitment of bone marrow-derived cells to assist a premetastatic niche formation. Morozevich et al demonstrated that integrin α5β1 depletion of MCF-7Dox (human breast carcinoma cells) decreased MMP-2 collagenase expression and tumor progression.[@CIT0066] Thus, downregulation of integrin α5β1 seemed to promote weak cell adhesion, proliferation and metastasis by decreasing p21 and p27 protein levels (cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitor), activating p300-mediated histone acetylation and recruiting the Sp1 transcriptional factor.[@CIT0067],[@CIT0068] The results of a recent study indicated that the β1 subunit, in combination with αv subunit of integrins, played a key role in excessive liver fibrosis via transforming growth factor-β1 (TGFβ1) signaling.[@CIT0069] We suggest that manipulating the stiffness and roughness of the microenvironment can change integrin expression, as a reaction to a mechanical signal.

Stimuli of a mechanical nature from a nanofilm (compressive, tensile or shear stress) are received via the cells' integrins.[@CIT0065] In our study, C~60~ increased the expression of the α5β1 integrin protein in cancer cells. Moreover, the distribution and expression of this integrin varied considerably between the type of cells, being greater for normal (HS-5) and smaller for cancer cells (HepG2, C3A). Given that the expression of the α5β1 integrin in HCC is lower than in normal hepatocytes[@CIT0068] and that C~60~ surfaces increased integrin expression preferentially for cancer cells, we suspect that the C~60~ nanofilm effect may restore a normal status of HCC. Consequences of the nanofilm-integrin mechanism of stimuli were also confirmed by visualization of the cell morphology. Cells grown on C~60~-coated dishes displayed the largest cell spreading areas and the greatest sizes and numbers of focal adhesions, which is involved in the mechanotransduction pathway.[@CIT0070] C~60~, not used as a nanofilm but administered into the medium (200 μg/mL), did not alter the cytoskeletal organization of normal (MCF10A) and malignant (MDA-MB 435, MDA-MB 231, HepG2) cells,[@CIT0071] indicating that the surface-imitating niche, but not nanostructures suspended in the medium, transmits the mechanosignals to the cell. However, due to the specificity of liver cells, such as rapid growth as clusters, actin filaments are difficult to observe in single cells.[@CIT0072] Upon ligand occupancy and during the organization of the focal adhesion complex, the cytoskeleton is reorganized.[@CIT0073],[@CIT0074] The transduction of the signal from integrins to the cytoskeleton affects the behavior of the cell, for example, migration, adhesion and proliferation.[@CIT0075] Moreover, integrins seem to be the major mechanoreceptors in interacting cell--ECM components, initiating biochemical signaling and protecting against a metastatic phenotype.[@CIT0014],[@CIT0065],[@CIT0076]

Considering the observed changes in the cytoskeleton and cell--cell contacts, we investigated whether such changes also affect the expression of major proteins, such as vinculin, β-catenin and N-cadherin. The decrease in β-catenin levels weakens the tight connections between cells as observed for liver cells.[@CIT0077],[@CIT0078] According to Lee et al, strengthening one type of adhesion (ECM-integrin-vinculin) opposes the formation of the other in an antagonistic manner (E-cadherin-β-catenin).[@CIT0054] β-catenin may also accumulate in the nucleus and thereby reduce cell proliferation. Wierzbicki et al demonstrated that pristine graphene and graphene oxide nanoparticles can decrease the β-catenin level in the nuclear fraction via the EGFR/AKT/mTOR and the β-catenin pathways. These pathways decreased the invasiveness and migration of U87 and U118.[@CIT0047] Treatment with C~60~ caused reduced levels of N-cadherin and an increase of vinculin expression. This suggests that cell--ECM connections protect against migration.[@CIT0021],[@CIT0079]

In our study, we found that carbon nanofilms mimicked the niche of cells, were biocompatible, non-toxic and simultaneously inhibited proliferation of HCC cells. This biocompatible nanofilm decreased PCNA expression---a molecular marker of proliferation. Some studies revealed specific peptides interacting with PCNA in the nucleus and showed antiproliferative effects were a signal to block cell cycle progression.[@CIT0080] Moreover, it was shown that overexpression of the integrin β1 subunit induced S phase delay and inhibited SMMC-7721 cell proliferation.[@CIT0081]

The matrix compliance regulates cell cycle by changes in cell shape. The cell shape is associated with the cell cycle phase, for example, cell rounding heralds the start of mitosis.[@CIT0082] Regulation of the G1/S and G2/M transition is implicated in many cancers including HCC. In hepatoma cells, some transcripts (suppressor proteins) are upregulated or downregulated, changing the cell-cycle distribution, namely the G0/G1, S and G2/M phases. Cells cannot progress through G1 into S phase in the absence of integrin signaling. Integrin-mediated adhesion activates Rho GTPases and causes loss of cell-cycle inhibitors.[@CIT0082] Formation of HCC is associated with bypassing the detection of DNA damage and proliferation of defective cells. Non-tumor cells with damaged DNA do not transition from the G2 phase to mitosis. However, the cancer chromosomes can bypass the DNA damage detection checkpoint, such as G2/M. Shi et al showed that destruction of Cyclin A and inactivation of CycA/cyclin-dependent kinases 1 allow the cell cycle arrest in G2/M phase, which is not observed in cancer cells.[@CIT0083] This type of regulation is critical to prevent normal cells from going through malignant transformation.[@CIT0082],[@CIT0083]

In the present study, flow cytometric analysis showed that the cell cycle of HepG2 and HS-5 cells was arrested by C~60~ at the G2 (preparation to divide) and M (cell division) phases, accompanied by a decreased cell number at S phase. In our experiments, C3A cells were the least sensitive to cell cycle arrest by carbon nanofilms. The results indicate that the C~60~ nanofilm might be an attractive mechanical, substitute niche for HCC by colonizing and limiting cell division without inducing toxicity.[@CIT0034] All these data indicated that fullerenes triggered G2/M-phase arrest by mechanotransduction towards membrane proteins, cytoskeleton and the nucleus.

Conclusion {#S0005}
==========

The physical structure of the ECM surface is, alongside chemical factors, a fundamental signaling structure. In studies on liver cancer cells, we documented that the signal derived from the fullerene nanofilm is preferentially chosen by the cell, creating an environment conducive to adhesion and colonization. Furthermore, cells settled in this way decreased the ability to form spheroids, caused the cell cycle arrest in the G2/M phase and decreased proliferation. It can be expected that the incorporation of fullerenes in the ECM of liver cancer cells can reduce cell malignancy and improve tumor therapy.
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Figure S1Results of trypan blue analysis for HS-5, HepG2 and C3A cells. Total cell count (red color) and numbers of live cells (green color) on C~60~ nanofilms.
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[^1]: **Note:** Statistically significant differences in comparison to untreated cells (*P*\<0.05): \**P*-value \<0.05, \*\**P*-value \<0.01, and \*\*\**P*-value \<0.001 (ANOVA; Dunnett's post-test). GAPDH was used as a loading control. The table presents a quantitative analysis of the pixels using ImageJ^®^ 1.48v. Adjusted density values of bands were expressed as the relative values to the control (Area C60/Area Control), where the control value is 1. Next, bands were expressed as the relative values to the loading control (Area C60/Area Control)EP/(Area C60/Area Control)GAPDH, where EP is the examined protein (β-catenin, N-cadherin, vinculin or PCNA).

    **Abbreviations:** ANOVA, analysis of variance; C, control group; C60, fullerenes; PCNA, Proliferating cell nuclear antigen; SE, standard error.

[^2]: **Note:** Statistically significant differences in comparison to untreated cells (*P*\<0.05): \**P*-value \<0.05, \*\**P*-value \<0.01, and \*\*\**P*-value \<0.001. (ANOVA; Dunnett's post-test). GAPDH was used as a loading control. The table presents a quantitative analysis of the pixels using ImageJ^®^ 1.48v. Adjusted density values of bands were expressed as the relative values to the control (Area C60/Area Control), where the control value is 1. Next, bands were expressed as the relative values to the loading control (Area C60/Area Control)EP/(Area C60/Area Control)GAPDH, where EP is the examined protein (β-catenin, N-cadherin, vinculin or PCNA).

    **Abbreviations:** ANOVA, analysis of variance; C, control group; C60, fullerenes; PCNA, Proliferating cell nuclear antigen; SE, standard error.

[^3]: **Notes:** Statistically significant difference sin comparison to untreated cells (*P*\<0.05): \**P*-value \<0.05, \*\**P*-value \<0.01, and \*\*\**P*-value \<0.001. (ANOVA; Dunnett\'s post-test). GAPDH was used as a loading control. The table presents a quantitative analysis of the pixels using ImageJ^®^ 1.48v. Adjusted density values of bands were expressed as the relative values to the control (Area C~60~/Area Control), where the control value is 1. Next, bands were expressed as the relative values to the loading control (Area C~60~/Area Control)EP/(Area C~60~/Area Control)GAPDH, where EP is the examined protein (β-catenin, N-cadherin, vinculin or PCNA).

[^4]: **Abbreviations:** ANOVA, analysis of variance; C, control group; C~60~, fullerenes; PCNA, Proliferating cell nuclear antigen; SE, standard error.
